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GOALS and OUTLINE

         GOALS
  1) provide a clear understanding of why the IGM can 

be used to do quantitative cosmology

  2) provide you with the state-of-the-art in this 
field 

  3) highlight possible pathways to future 
developments

OUTLINE

   1) Physics of the Intergalactic Medium
   2) What can we learn from the 
       use of different transmitted flux statitistics

TEST CASES: 3) WARM DARK MATTER
                4) NEUTRINOS
                5) LOW-z FOREST



IGM: baryonic (gaseous) matter  (not in collapsed objects)  that lies 
between galaxies

differently from galaxies:
 

does not “shine”, tipically samples overdensities delta = [-1,10], 
forms a network of filaments called the “cosmic web” with clustering 
pattern/topology that needs to be characterized
usually pixels are used and not “objects"

CGM: circum galactic medium (is closer to galaxies) thereby possibly more 
affected  by astrophysics 

BASICS

Key question for us is: if and how well 
the IGM traces the underlying 
gravitational potential.
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Rauch, 1998, “The Lyman-alpha forest in the spectra of QSOs”, ARA&A, 
32, 267

3) RECENT REVIEWS (include sims and recent data sets):
Meiksin, 2009, “The Physics of the IGM”, Progress Reports, 81, 1405

McQuinn, 2016, “The Evolution of the Intergalactic Medium“, ARA&A, 
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80 % of the baryons at z=3 
         are in the Lyman-α forest 

           

 baryons as tracer of the dark 
 matter density field 
   

     

   δ IGM ~ δ DM
      at scales larger than the 

        Jeans length ~ 1 com Mpc 
   τ ~ (δIGM )1.6 T -0.7

Bi & Davidsen (1997), Rauch (1998)



‘ISOLATED’	CLOUDS

NETWORK	OF	FILAMENTS

PROBES	OF	THE		
JEANS	SCALE

COSMOLOGICAL	
					PROBES

BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW of the Lyman-α forest



                        More recent milestones

DATA: early 90s: advent of high res spectroscopy (UVES, Keck)
   

[1998-2002] Croft, Weinberg+: first quantitative use of the Lyman-alpha
forest for cosmology. 

[1998-2004] better understanding of physics of the IGM (Hui, Gnedin, 
   Meiksin, White)

[2004] Viel+: usage of UVES to complement Croft’s work with better
sims to cover the parameter space.

[2005-06] SDSS-II results (McDonald, Seljak…): excellent synergy
      with CMB abd other probes demonstrated (constraints on 

   inflation and neutrinos).

[2007-now] systematic use of QSO spectra for DM nature at small scales
(Viel+).

[2013] BAO detected in the Lyman-alpha forest 3D correlation 
    by BOSS (SDSS-III) from low resolution.



Dark matter evolution: linear theory of density perturbation + 
           Jeans length LJ ~ sqrt(T/ρ)  + mildly non linear evolution 

Hydrodynamical processes: mainly gas cooling  
                   cooling by adiabatic expansion of the universe 
                   heating of gaseous structures (reionization) 

    -  photoionization by a uniform Ultraviolet Background 
    -  Hydrostatic equilibrium of gas clouds 
          
dynamical time = 1/sqrt(G ρ) ~ sound crossing time= size /gas sound speed

In practice, since the process is mildly non linear you need numerical simulations 
         to get convergence of the simulated flux at the percent level (observed) 

Size of the cloud: > 100 kpc 
Temperature: ~ 104 K 
Mass in the cloud: ~ 109 M sun 
Neutral hydrogen fraction: 10 -5 

Modelling the IGM 



Lyman-α forest (small clouds)

For overdense absorbers 
typically t dyn ~ t sc sets 
a jeans length 

If t sc >> t dyn then the cloud is Jeans unstable and  either fragments 
 or if v >> cs shocks to the virial temperature 
If t dyn >> t sc the cloud will expand or evaporates and equilbrium will be restored 
 in a time t sc 

Simple scaling arguments (Schaye 2001, ApJ, 559, 507)





Dark matter evolution and baryon evolution –I  

linear theory of density perturbation + 
           Jeans length LJ ~ sqrt(T/ρ)  + mildly non linear evolution 

Jeans length: scale at which gravitational forces 
and pressure forces are equal 

Density contrast in real and Fourier space 

Non linear evolution lognormal model

Bi & Davidsen 1997, ApJ, 479, 523



Bi & Davidsen 1997, ApJ, 479, 523

Dark matter evolution and baryon evolution – II 

M (> ρ) 

V (> ρ)



Hui & Gnedin 1998, MNRAS, 296, 44

Dark matter evolution and baryon evolution – III

Dark matter-baryon fluid 
X is DM 
b is baryonic matter 

Gravity term                 pressure term (at large scales à 0)

c s
2 = dP/dρ T=ρ γ-1 if T ~ 1/a and f b = 0 then we get the Bi & Davidsen  result

Polytropic gas

Better filter is exp(-k2/kF
2) 

Instead of 1+(k/kJ)2  

But note that k F depends on the whole thermal 
history 



LINEAR THEORY OF DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

Viel et al. 2002



Theuns et al., 1998,  MNRAS, 301, 478

Ionization state – I 

Γ-12 = 4 x J 21

Photoionization equilibrium  UV background by QSO and galaxies 

Photoionization rates

+ 

Recombination rates Photoionization rate  Collisional ionization rate



Viel, Matarrese, Mo et al. 2002, MNRAS, 329, 848 

Ionization state – II 

Collisional ionization 
suppresses the ionization  
fraction at high temperatures
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Thermal state 

Tight power-law relation is set by 
the equilibrium between photo-heating 
and adiabatic expansion 

Theuns et al., 1998,  MNRAS, 301, 478

T = T0 (1+δ)γ-1



Semi-analytical models for the Ly-a forest 

MV, Matarrese S., Mo HJ.,  Haehnelt M., Theuns T., 2002a, MNRAS, 329, 848

Jeans length 

Filtering of linear DM  
density field

Peculiar velocity

Non linear density field

'Equation-of-state'

Neutral hydrogen 
ionization equilibrium equation

Optical depth

Linear fields: 
density, velocity

Non linear fields

Temperature

Spectra: 
Flux=exp(-τ)

+

TemperatureVelocityDensity

( Bi 1993, Bi & Davidsen 1997, Hui & Gnedin 1998, 
  Matarrese & Mohayaee 2002)



Now my observable is the transmitted flux on a pixel-by-pixel 
basis, i.e. a continouos field, the key assumption is that it 
still contains some info on the underlying density field (gas+dark 
matter), however, the relation is non linear and in principle 
difficult to model

    Statistical properties of the flux can be investigated like

1) <F>:   important for measuring Omega baryons or UV amplitude

2)  Flux  PDF  (1  point  function,  i.e.  histogram  of  F  values): 
important for…?

3) 1D flux power: important for cosmological parameters and small 
scale power

4) 3D flux power:  important for BAO detection

5) Flux bispectrum: important for non gaussianities

Note that also corresponding real space quantities could be used

The transmitted flux



HOW TO GO FROM FLUX TO DENSITY ?

Several methods have been used to recover the linear matter power spectrum 
From the flux power: 

- “Analytical” Inversion Nusser et al. (99), Pichon et al. (01), Zaroubi et al. (05)  “OLD” 

- The effective bias method pioneered by Croft (98,99,02) and co-workers        “OLD”  

- Modelling of the flux power    by McDonald, Seljak and co-workers (04,05,06)   NEW 
                                                       Jena,Tytler et al. (05,06) 
                                                       Viel+13,+11 - Irsic+17 

                    In practice it is now state-of-the-art to rely on hydro sims. 
                                  (Bolton+17, Lukic+16 etc.) 

                    Hydro simulations set-up is tailored to the scientific problem  
                    under investigation and to the data set used. 
 



~104 LOW RESOLUTION LOW S/N        vs           ~102 HIGH RESOLUTION HIGH S/N 
SDSS     UVES/KECK etc. 

SDSS vs UVES
 

 
                  McDonald et al. 2005                                                        Kim, MV+ 2004                              

The data sets 
	
	

     



Bolton+17,	Sherwood	simulation	suite	(PRACE:	15	CPU	Mhrs)





Two key *unique* aspects 

High redshift (and small scales):  
   possibly closer to linear behaviour 



END OF IGM BASICS 



GOAL: the primordial dark matter power spectrum  
from the observed flux spectrum (filaments) 

     

Tegmark & Zaldarriaga 2002

CMB physics 
   z = 1100 
  dynamics

   Lya physics 
       z < 6 
    dynamics 
           + 
 termodynamics

CMB + Lyman a Long lever arm 

Constrain spectral index and shape 

Relation: P FLUX (k) -  P MATTER (k) ??

Continuum fitting

Temperature, metals, noise



DATA vs THEORY



DATA vs THEORY P FLUX (k,z) = bias2 (k,z) x P MATTER (k,z)



DATA vs THEORY



DATA vs THEORY



THE EFFECTIVE BIAS METHOD - I Croft et al. 1998, Croft et al. 1999 

1- Convert flux to density pixels: F=exp(-Aρ β) – Gaussianization (Weinberg 1992) 
2- Measure P1D(k) and convert to P3D(k) by differentiation to obtain shape 
3- Calibrate P3D(k) amplitude with (many) simulations of the flux power

σ of the Gaussian to be decided at step 3

RESULTS: 
P(k) amplitude and slope 
measured at 4-24 comoving Mpc/h and  
z=2.5, 40% error on the amplitude 
consistency with n=1 and open models

σ8=1.2

σ8=0.7

PF (k) = b2 P(k)



THE EFFECTIVE BIAS METHOD - II Croft et al. 2002 

PF (k) = b2(k) P(k)

Scale and z dependent



THE EFFECTIVE BIAS METHOD - III Croft et al. 2002 

= -1.7

= -0.5

No dependency on γ: Τ = Τ0(1+δ)γ−1

RESULTS 



THE EFFECTIVE BIAS METHOD - IV Gnedin & Hamilton 2002 

Critical assessment of the effective bias method by Gnedin & Hamilton (02)

PF (k) = b2 [k,P(k)] P(k)

Systematic errors 
τ eff = 0.26-0.4

RESULTS: Croft et al. 02 method works (missing physics, bias function, smoothing by 
peculiar velocities) but  this is mainly due to the fact that  statistical errors are large  
and comparable to systematic errors



THE EFFECTIVE BIAS METHOD and WMAP

Verde et al. (03) 
Seljak, McDonald & Makarov (03)

Croft et al. 02

Croft et al. 02 revisited

WMAP1

Lyman-α

Evidence for running is smaller 
if a more conservative range 
For the effective optical depth 
Is taken 

τ eff = 0.305   –   0.349

Value from             Value from  
High res spectra    Low res. spectra



THE EFFECTIVE BIAS METHOD, WMAP + a QSO sample (LUQAS)

Viel, Haehnelt & Springel (04) 
-New sample at <z>=2.125 
-Full grid of hydro simulations with GADGET

BIAS 
FUNCTION 

LINEAR 
POWER 
SPECTRUM



 Many uncertainties which contribute more or less equally  
                           (statistical error seems not to be an issue!) 

 

Statistical error 4%

Systematic errors ~ 15 %

   τ eff (z=2.125)=0.17 ± 0.02 8 %

   τ eff (z=2.72) = 0.305 ± 0.030 7 %

   γ = 1.3 ± 0.3 4 %

   T0 = 15000 ± 10000 K 3 %

   Method 5 %

   Numerical simulations 8 %

   Further uncertainties 5 %

THE EFFECTIVE BIAS METHOD - SUMMARY

Viel, Haehnelt & Springel (04)

ERRORS                                     CONTRIB. to R.M.S FLUCT. 



FORWARD MODELLING 
  OF THE FLUX POWER



SDSS power analysed by forward modelling motivated by the huge amount of data  
with small statistical  errors

+                              +

CMB: Spergel et al.  (05)          Galaxy P(k): Sanchez & Cole (07)         Flux  Power: McDonald (05)

Cosmological parameters            +          e.g. bias                     +        Parameters describing 
             IGM physics

132 data points

The interpretation: full grid of simulations  

     



MODELLING FLUX POWER – II: Method

- Cosmology 

- Cosmology 

- Mean flux 

- T=T0 (1+δ)γ-1 

- Reionization 

- Metals 

- Noise 
- Resolution 

- Damped Systems 

- Physics 
- UV background 

- Small scales

Tens of thousands of models 
Monte Carlo Markov Chains

McDonald et al. 05



MODELLING FLUX POWER – III: Likelihood Analysis

McDonald et al. 05



Results Lyman-α only with full grid: amplitude and slope 

McDonald et al. 05

Croft et al. 98,02    40% uncertainty 
Croft et al. 02         28% uncertainty 
Viel    et al. 04         29%  uncertainty 
McDonald et al. 05   14% uncertainty

χ2 likelihood code distributed with COSMOMC
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E
                                                                            SLOPE     

Redshift z=3 and k=0.009 s/km corresponding to 7 comoving Mpc/h



FORWARD MODELLING 
  OF THE FLUX POWER: 

A DIFFERENT APPROACH



Flux Derivatives 

     
McDonald et al. 05: fine grid of (calibrated) HPM (quick) simulations 
Viel & Haehnelt 06: interpolate sparse grid of full hydrodynamical (slow) simulations 

Both methods have drawbacks and advantages: 

1- McDonald et al. 05 better sample the parameter space with poor sims 
2- Viel & Haehnelt 06 rely on hydro simulations, but probably error bars are underestimated 
3- Palanque-Delabrouille+15,+16 (new BOSS data) uses method 2

The flux power spectrum is a smooth function of k and z

P F (k, z; p) = P F (k, z; p0) +   Σ i=1,N   ∂  P F (k, z; pi)         (pi  - pi
0) 

                                                                  ∂  pi                     

                                                               p = p
0

    
  

Best fit

Flux power

p: astrophysical and cosmological parameters 

    but even resolution and/or box size effects if you want to save CPU time



M sterile neutrino > 10 KeV 
               95 % C.L. 

SDSS data only 

σ8   = 0.91 ± 0.07
n    = 0.97 ± 0.04

Fitting SDSS data with 
         GADGET-2 
     this is SDSS Ly-α  
               only !! 

FLUX DERIVATIVES method 
of lecture 2


